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Thread starter masselectrician Start date Apr 8, Status Not open for further replies. Location
Mass. Was told today that Murray is no longer being made, but when I looked at the "Type"
breaker from Siemens that supposedly can be installed into a Murray panel, it is not the same. I
tried looking at the Siemens web site for listing info, but that is a nightmare. Does any one have
a link where I can find a listed breaker for a Murray panel? Thank you. Location Georgia
Occupation Electrical Monke. Location brick nj. I got tired of wondering so I feel free to slap em
in and interchange them. Home depot sells murray panels sometimes, but there are no breakers
except the Siemans for sale so in they go. You may want to try a classified breaker and see if
there listed. I know the QP and MP breakers, along with several other brands look identical and
will fit each others panels, I am trying to find out where it might list a QP breaker for use in a
Murray panel? I doubt Siemens would not make a listed breaker for the millions of Murray
panels out there. Dennis Alwon Moderator Staff member. I am sure there are listed breakers for
the murray panel. Check with your Siemens dealer. I don't understand the issue here. Why do
you think Murray Breakers are not available now? Several wholesale houses in my area stock
Murray as their line of residential distribution equipment. Murray breakers are more widely
available than Siemens in my area. Location AZ. Murray is Siemens. They just market the
equipment under 2 different brand names and different part numbers even though they are
identical. Westinghouse did the same thing years ago with Challenger. The load centers and
breakers were identical but had different pat numbers. When CH purchase the lines from
Westinghouse they merged the 2 lines together and print both part numbers on the breakers.
Curt, in my area, other than some left over stock, none of the big box stores have Murray any
longer. I am being told they no longer are being produced, and as I stated the siemens "type" is
not the same as the murray "type" even though they are physically identical. I guess I need to
speak to a Siemens dealer and find out if they know. That's odd. This weekend I noticed that
one of the panels in my own home had developed a very quiet 60Hz hum. Of course it was the
one mismatched breaker CH BR in a Siemens panel I'd noticed years ago when I moved in and
occasionally reminded myself I should swap out. But I didn't have a 2-pole Siemens breaker
handy. Saturday afternoon, supply houses closed -- off to the big box stores. Locally, neither
the orange store nor the blue store carries any Siemens breakers, much less 2-pole. Tons of
Murray breakers on the shelf. This is the exact opposite situation to what I see in other parts of
the region when I travel for work. For example in upstate NY you simply cannot find a Murray
breaker in the blue store but they have a nice selection of Siemens. I don't think they have
stopped producing Murray. We called their phone support about a month ago to ask whether we
could use a Siemens 2-pole AFCI in a Murray panel because our EC on a job said yes, but the
inspector was looking at it funny. They said no and helpfully provided the correct Murray part
number which we did finally manage to get locally everyone had claimed they didn't have it. If
they've really decided to kill off the Murray name it is very recent! I think it is just a rumor. You
could call them and ask. The other rumor I would love to clear up is the one about CH stopping
all 2-pole AFCI production instead of bringing a 2-pole combination type to market. The last
official thing I see on this is a marketing paper from that says their 2-pole combo AFCI is
expected to be on sale late that year. Haven't had a situation arise where I had to know, so I
have not tried to call them and be persistent and get an answer from the source -- which is not
always possible anyway. Not true! I finaly had a chance to get to a "supply house", and Murray
is still being produced. Too funny. Or too frustrating -- too something, that's for sure. You can't
get a Murray breaker at a big-box store when you need one, I can't get a Siemens breaker at the
exact same brand of big box store when I do. It almost seems like this would run afoul of
antitrust laws. Any way you look at it, it sure gives me a warm fuzzy feeling about Eaton, still
printing 30? Location Ma. Stay out of HD and Lowes! Goto a supply house! The only reason I
goto HD or Lowes is to use the bathroom. I can tell that I have seen countless numbers of mixed
brand installations. Ge, seimens, bryant, etc all used to fit each others panels. Now the
companies all seem to make breakers that are suitable for other brands. Everyone is cashing in
on this. The odd thing is that the panels are UL listed for their brand and yet UL allows other
brands to be listed for different panels. Found it. They are fairly common around here. I am also
not able to see the image clear enough to see what you have stated but I also will say I know of
no problems with Murray Panels and breakers as they are still sold today in many of the DIY
stores. Much like you burn the end of nylon rope. I agree that the newer Murray panels are ok.
This one is in a 20 year old house but looks older to me. I am not familiar with any method to
BURN off the ends in this manner so I would venture to say the burning which I cant really see
would not be caused by the direct burning of the frayed ends by anyone who REALLY know

what they are doing. This panel is labeled Murrayâ€¦ look familiar? Zinsco look above the 30 A
breakerâ€¦ hard to see in this pic, melted at right SE cable. Bruce, I am also not able to see the
image clear enough to see what you have stated but I also will say I know of no problems with
Murray Panels and breakers as they are still sold today in many of the DIY stores. The color of
the right main lug worries me. One breaker comes out very easily. It also looks like it has a
circuit breaker which is on in the down position. Richard, I am not familiar with any method to
BURN off the ends in this manner so I would venture to say the burning which I cant really see
would not be caused by the direct burning of the frayed ends by anyone who REALLY know
what they are doing. The Murray brand will be phased out and replaced by equal Siemens
products. This adjustment will better align with changing markets, help simplify offerings,
improve supply chain stability and enhance inventory positions. The Murray phase-out will be
accomplished in three phases: 1. Murray Circuit Breakers and small circuit load centers will be
discontinued in December 2. Murray Meter Sockets will be discontinued in Fall Circuit breakers
are intended for switching and protection of your home's wiring from high temperatures caused
by excess current higher than the rating of the wire. Whether you're installing a spa or building
a high-rise apartment building, Siemens has you covered with the highest quality, most
complete offerings on the market. Siemens offer several different Meter Load Center
Combinations proven to maximize productivity and reduce labor costs, while allowing for lower
material costs. Do you need help on a concrete project? Do you need a quote for any of our
products or solutions? Do you need support for your installed equipment? Do you have a
technical question? Do you need something totally different? We are looking forward to your
call or online request. A comprehensive portfolio for medium-voltage power distribution
enables a more economical and responsible use of electrical power through the utilization of
smart grids. Siemens is the trusted technology partner for energy-efficient, safe and secure
buildings and infrastructure. This page requires JavaScript in order to be fully functional and
displayed correctly. Please enable JavaScript and reload the site. It looks like you are using a
browser that is not fully supported. Please note that there might be constraints on site display
and usability. For the best experience we suggest that you download the newest version of a
supported browser:. Energy automation and smart grid Low-voltage â€” power distribution
Medium-voltage â€” Power distribution Product support TechTopics. Murray Electrical
Products. For product replacements please use the cross reference guide found below
Download now. Siemens Alternative Solutions. Residential Circuit Breakers Circuit breakers are
intended for switching and protection of your home's wiring from high temperatures caused by
excess current higher than the rating of the wire. Residential Load Centers Whether you're
installing a spa or building a high-rise apartment building, Siemens has you covered with the
highest quality, most complete offerings on the market. Single-Family Metering Siemens offer
several different Meter Load Center Combinations proven to maximize productivity and reduce
labor costs, while allowing for lower material costs. Find where to buy Siemens products with
our distributor locator and at participating retail partners in the U. Downloads and support Take
advantage of our services Here you will find important information, documents, and addresses
relating to low voltage power distribution and electrical installation technology. Customer
Support Contact Us Get in contact with our sales support and customer service for low voltage
power distribution Do you need help on a concrete project? Contact our customer service
Contact us now. Related topics. Paralleling switchgear and automatic transfer switches
Paralleling switchgear and automatic transfer switches. Medium voltage power distribution
Medium voltage power distribution A comprehensive portfolio for medium-voltage power
distribution enables a more economical and responsible use of electrical power through the
utilization of smart grids. Building technologies Building technologies Siemens is the trusted
technology partner for energy-efficient, safe and secure buildings and infrastructure. Please
allow JavaScript This page requires JavaScript in order to be fully functional and displayed
correctly. How to enable JavaScript. Please use another Browser It looks like you are using a
browser that is not fully supported. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the
best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. Founded in , Murray
Electrical specializes in sturdy, user-friendly electrical solutions. Since being acquired by
Siemens, Murray stands by their commitment of manufacturing innovative products that are
easy to install. As a sub-brand of Siemens, Siemens and Murray components are mostly
interchangeable. Murray Electrical focuses on manufacturing electrical distribution and
protection devices for use across residential and home-building applications. Under the
Siemens umbrella, Murray manufactures circuit breakers, load centers, panelboards, switches,
disconnects and switchgear. Murray circuit breakers are available across a number of
configurations. Murray load centers are a leader in the industry. Their line of Rock Solid Load
Centers, both main lug and main breaker, are trusted throughout a variety of heavy duty

industrial applications to get the job done. Since being acquired by Siemens, Murray
panelboards have been widely used throughout residential applications for safe and reliable
electrical distribution. For commercial, industrial and residential applications, Murray switches
and disconnects have are available in a number of current ratings between 30A and A. Choose
from general duty safety switches and heavy duty safety switches. Whether brand new or
reconditioned, Murray switchgear is known for being reliable and flexible. Protect, isolate and
and control your electrical equipment with Murray switchgear. Please fill in the following
information or contact us at to request a free quote. Our friendly sales staff would be glad to
assist you! Looking for Murray products? Get a quote fast. Get a Quote. First Name. Last Name.
Company Optional. Email Address. Items Needed. Request a Quote. Brand Overview Founded in
, Murray Electrical specializes in sturdy, user-friendly electrical solutions. Product Overview
Under the Siemens umbrella, Murray manufactures circuit breakers, load centers, panelboards,
switches, disconnects and switchgear. Same-day shipping available. Global supplier network.
Circuit Breakers Murray circuit breakers are available across a number of configurations. Load
Centers Murray load centers are a leader in the industry. Panelboards Since being acquired by
Siemens, Murray panelboards have been widely used throughout residential applications for
safe and reliable electrical distribution. Switchgear Whether brand new or reconditioned, Murray
switchgear is known for being reliable and flexible. Skip to main content of results for "murray
electrical panel". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review.
From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals. International Shipping. Amazon's Choice for
murray electrical panel. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Only 3 left in stock more on the way. FREE
Shipping. N
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eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
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